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1. Write T (true) or F (false).  

a. She is married.       ____ 

b. She needs a computer for her work.    ____ 

c. You need 24 pictures for one minute of video.   ____ 

d. You can’t study animation in the Czech Republic.  ____ 

e. She has a boring job.       ____ 

f. You have to be patient to do animation.    ____ 

 

2. Match A to B to make true sentences.  

A        B 

She makes …       pictures of the objects. 

She needs the tripod …    animation at university. 

She takes …      the saxophone. 

She uses …       to hold the camera.  

You can study …     the computer.     

She plays …      objects move. 

   

3. Fill in, at or in. Then listen to the interview and check. 

I teach ____ college. I teach ____ summer camps. I make animations ____ a special computer 

programme. You can study animation ____ university. I usually sit ____ home. Sometimes I’m ____ 

a studio. You sit ____  a computer for many hours. 

 

4. Unscramble the words.

a computer MREPMOAGR   ___________________________________________ 

to study NIMTAOAIN at SUYENTINRV ___________________________________________ 

an ETIARICNETV video game  ___________________________________________ 
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SOLUTIONS 
 

1. Write T (true) or F (false).  

a. She is married.       T 

b. She needs a computer for her work.    T 

c. You need 24 pictures for one minute of video.   F 

d. You can’t study animation in the Czech Republic.  F 

e. She has a boring job.      F 

f. You have to be patient to do animation.    T 

 

2. Match A to B to make true sentences.  

A        B 

She makes …       pictures of the objects. 

She needs the tripod …    animation at university. 

She takes …      the saxophone. 

She uses …       to hold the camera.  

You can study …     the computer.     

She plays …      objects to move. 

   
3. Fill in, at or in. Then listen to the interview and check. 

I teach at college. I teach at summer camps. I make animations in a special computer programme. You 

can study animation at university. I usually sit at home. Sometimes I’m in a studio. You sit at a 

computer for many hours. 

 

4. Unscramble the words.

a computer MREPMOAGR   a computer PROGRAMME 

to study NIMTAOAIN at SUYENTINRV to study ANIMATION at UNIVERSITY 

an ETIARICNETV video game  an INTERACTIVE video game 


